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Abstract— The security of the smart phone is very important 

so that it should be taken very seriously. The Android 

Operating System allow user to add a password lock or 

pattern lock to lock screen or app. This paper has main 

necessary principles of security and intrusion detection in 

mobile operating system. App Lock with Intrusion 

Detection lock multiple app on smart phones by different 

password or screen lock to different app. Once install these 

app require you to set up a password lock or pattern lock to 

multiple apps with different password to all app as well as 

which monitor unlocking of the apps and upon failed  of two 

attempts capture a photo of the intruder with the front facing 

camera. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s smart phones have become more important 

among people around the world. Mobile phones are one of 

the most personal possessions anyone can have With the 

help of smart phones personal data are now most commonly 

stored in these devices .Since smart phones are very portable 

and easy to use, you have to make sure that your phones 

security is working to avoid anyone accessing your 

information without you knowing.  These systems are 

vulnerable to attack from unauthorized users who misuse the 

app and data store in our mobile phones. The best way to 

secure the app and personal information in mobile devices is 

done by good security policy app lock with intrusion 

detection has some features like monitoring and intruder 

detector. In monitoring it monitor the unlocking of app and 

after two attempt capture the photo of intruder with front 

facing camera. App lock with intruder detection includes 

multiples app lock with different password. App Lock is the 

traditional  utility tool for Android that allows you to lock 

your applications and prevent anyone from opening them 

without a password, but this app required the same password 

for all app to lock .For that reason app lock with intrusion 

detection is created this app  has different  password to lock 

the different  apps . Intrusion detection is the process of 

detecting actions that attempt to compromise the 

confidentiality and integrity. One most important feature 

provided by this application is data storage. In the data 

storage we can store any type of  data like personal 

information ,bank related information, different  password 

of social sides  in memo and security provided to this data is 

not unlocked by unauthorized person if attacker don’t know 

about it. The given new projected system has an application 

which is developed for android mobile through which 

contact details, pictures ,diary and notes can be keep 

secured. 

II. EXISTING APP LOCK TECHNIQUES  

A. App Lock 

 App Lock prevent  application and game on the smart 

phones or tablets from being access by other without your 

permission in that case,  You can lock any app you want to  

lock using pattern lock or  password lock. App lock allow 

you to secure your contact, calendar events, Protect your 

banking and financial apps from others. Many app lock used 

majorly for locking app in which security is the major issue. 

This provides a secure approach for apps by the same 

password or pattern to all app so attacker easily stole and it 

does not provide intrusion detection facility.    App lock 

with intrusion detection has a capability of multiple app lock 

with different password to each app and detection of person 

who trying to open lock. When the owner of mobile use 

there phone they get the notification of the persons who 

access the phone.  

B. Data Storage 

Advancement in Technology molds the life style of human 

so that human not keep all data in our mind they make the 

use of smart phones to store the data. So setting a lock on 

your smart phones is highly recommended to protect your 

personal information this can be provided by app lock but if 

someone knows the password they can access private data in 

mobile. 

By using app lock with intrusion detection data 

store more securely and can not be accessed by unauthorized 

user because it use two different password for single app. If 

attacker know the login id password in that case they can not 

access our personal data because this application has 

different password to all app in our mobile. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEMS 

App Lock with intrusion detection system has some extra 

features like multiple app lock with different password, 

monitoring or intrusion detection and data storage. After 

installing the app it required to register and after registering 

it allow you to lock apps, screen and data storing like memo. 

 
Fig. 1: 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Module1- Registration and Login: 

Login is the permission based user data collection method 

through which we keep our data securely. This module takes 

correct username and password from user and after 

successful login it will open the next related page. 

Registration module required you to register 

personal information and set your id and password to 

securely store the data.  

 
Fig. 2: 

B. Module2– Set-Up password 

In this module user can set different password to different 

app either by screen lock or by password lock. 

 
Fig. 3: 

C. Module3 – History 

In this module user can see the unauthorized person who try 

to open the app. This show the result by image.  

 
Fig. 4: 

V. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this paper is to lock multiple app with 

different password and detection of unauthorized person 

who try to open lock. In this paper we explain the detailed of 

techniques which is used to detect the unauthorized person 

and app lock with different password. The machine learning 

approach to detect the intrusion in mobile devices. These are 

techniques who help the user to prevent there app and 

personal information from third person. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPES 

Future scopes of this application is we can alert the owner of 

the mobile at the real time when third person or 

unauthorized access the mobile.This can be done When 

unauthorized user trying to open the lock, after two attempt  

this may be generate sound .  
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